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About This Content

Preview the Crimzon Clover Arranged Soundtrack!

Celebrating the great support of Crimzon Clover's players, we are proud to bring you the Arranged Soundtrack for Crimzon
Clover! This is a re-imagining of the original Crimzon Clover soundtrack by Locomalito's Gryzor87 (composer of arcade games

Hydorah and Maldita Castilla). Elements of classic shmup soundtracks mix with Crimzon Clover's signature sound to create a
new audio experience.

Contents of the AST include:

25 new audio tracks integrated in game, featuring re-imagined music for all menus, stages, and boss battles. Simply
enable the AST from the sound settings and enjoy new music while you play!

Composed to suit the action: all music has been painstakingly arranged to fit the action of the game perfectly and
provide a great play experience.

All tracks are also provided in CD-quality lossless audio, plus 10 unused bonus tracks! Headphones enthusiasts will
enjoy the best quality audio. Tracks will be downloaded to your Crimzon Clover Steam folder.
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Album art and track listing from Locomalito are included.

Long live the shmups!
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Yay! I finally got a good indie game on Steam! Well, enough for a thumbs-up.

+Game runs amazing on my good\/modest system. Smooth framerate.
+Weird alternate reality horror adventure.
+Weapons have very different functions.
+10 bucks 5 hours, I got my moneys worth and would like to see where else this goes.
+not sure how long this game took to develop, but the voice actor gets better as the game goes on.

-combat works, but is pretty bad and doesn't alway express how cool the weapons\/tools are.
-health\/bloodspat indicator obstructs view. Why not put it with Stam\/mana meter
-speaking of which...Stam\/mana meter obsutructs view also. Too big even in high-res
-spiked horror guy has shinobi-ninja moves. Cheezy.
-No ending? Would of been cool if the main character coulda said a few things before you guys rolled
  your short indie credits.. Cute fun game for $0.50
I wish there were more levels, but the levels there are have good variety. Only needed to restart a few times, so some would
consider the levels to be too easy. In my opinion they were borderline-too-easy.

No glitches or technical problems, although I couldn't figure out how to turn the sound off (only the music).. Edgy as heck but
fun. For 99cents you can not go wrong with this game. I have played for 3 hours already today. I know I will play a lot more. 99
cents for all that time playing. And it's fun. It is hard to wrap your head around the unique angles that the swaping takes place
on, but that is part of the charm of these games.. If I were you, I would keep an eye on this game. However, at this point it still
needs quite a lot of work.

Pros:

*Good building mechanics

*Very Interesting world with changing weather\/seasons\/terrain

*Decent survival elements

Cons:

*Very unbalanced between enemies\/enviornment\/resources.

*Impossible to see at night

*Get an illness\/injury and it is not clear what to do before it kills you.

*Clipping issues

Has a lot of potential to be a great gem. But, at this point, it's certainly not worth the price.

. It's a minigame, not a game.
It's not a sidescroller, don't get the wrong idea. There are just 2 buttons to use, and the game is about murdering those 2 keys
indiscriminately while clicking around.

I do think that the idea is unique; never saw something like that... but it's not a game by itself.
There's no story at all, there's no sense of achievement when "compliting" a stage, and there's no variance - everything is the
same all the time, but faster. And on top of it I'll add that the UI is quite bad.
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Too many people give this game a pass, most do so barely. I for one think that looping the same 5 seconds of content at
different speed and different sprites is lazy. Step up your game Ternox.. I'm a huge fan of old NES action games and I'm really
glad people still make games like these. Everything about Oniken feels like a game from the 80's or early 90's (Ninja Gaiden or
Strider are the best examples) except you don't have to start from the very beginning of the game when you run out of lives
(Something that I'm actually really glad isn't like how it was back in the day) which is good considering you'll do a lot of dying
your first time through a level, just like any good action game. Even the story and achievements have an classic vibe to them!.
It's better than the Vanguard's original skin.. HOMAM series ended with III. Since this fantastic game no one was able to come
at least close to its' glory(playability and how it grabbed you and didn't let go) and each newer game of series is nothing more
than weak money generator. This is disappointment, released game is full of bugs, which are more than I have ever seen. I was
interested in it for an hour, then I moved on. Great title from DK1 days! Lovely to be able to get up and walk around.
Recomended to anybody with a Vive.
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Sadly whilst I usually like these type of games I cannot recommend this.

It was an interesting idea with some promise.
Unfortunately the project appears to be abandoned and the game is in a very early\/incomplete state so there is not enough to
keep you playing for very long at all.
Dev was last seen in Summer 2016 promising updates "soon" but nothing heard since.. If you have ever played Minecraft
Classic and wanted to go back and play it you now can play ClassiCube which is recreation of the classic version of Minecraft,
but with addiontal features like custom blocks, texture pack support per server (or per server map), etc... It is still fun to play or
explore other people's creations on the multiplayer server even when there is no huge playerbase. I ocassionaly have played on
ClassiCube when it wasn't on Steam just to hung out and it's definitely worth the money over here.. When I started playing I just
clicked on stuff and then I realised I have to think and thats too much for me! Only for scientists and presdients.. Looks nice
but... literally finished it in a single sitting. A couple hours to get through the entire thing? Are you kidding me? Don't get it
unless it's really cheap on sale.. Very Entertaining game. The more you play the more addicted you become. considered as light
weight game as it take few hard disk space . so Highly Recommended!!! I'll rate this game 10 of 10. A thumbs up! New faces,
New places & New vehicle, that's what you can expect.
What you should prepare yourself is. If you think the Old crew from
Trumbull Valley will make an appearance, Sorry to say, NO!

I don't really remember where i red the article about LifeLine, I believe
it was from the official site months before the release (I believe) but it
doesn't matter, i didn't save the link.It says that lifeline will be a continuation
of the first SOD, meet the old crew and feat new zeds to kill. Guess they
didn't make it.

Lifeline is pretty short game, rescue HVT, Collect Sample, Rescus
Civi and troops, that's about it. you can stick around after all HVT is
safe and stay to rescue more civi's but honestly it'll get boring after a
while.

First impression was, "DAMN! ITS A BIG MAP" but after 2nd playthrough
you'll realize 70% after the map is either "Danger Zone" or Close off. Than
you'll know how small the map truly is. about 5-6 streets divided by a
highway with a handful of building on each side of the street to loot
and random Trucks with weapon and supplies.

The troops you rescue tend to be "Away from Home" which is ironic in
this scenario where i have to search and rescue them from the zeds and
they jump right back into hell by leaving safety of the base. and 2 of the
base medic (a civi and a soldier) went AWOL at the same time leaving the
sick getting sicker. No amount of latrine cleaning is going to save them.

Story, they tried to make a story and some form of interaction in LL but
it's not really working, You don't stay long enough to get to know your
characters like in the first game. Dialog i believe that's the word.

Pros:
-News stuff. Environ, Veh.
-Cost less influence to get a backup OTJ.
-Veh storage system.
-More functions (Reinforcements and Arty Strikes)
-Siege mode is a plus.

Cons:
-Short game, about 5-6hrs i believe?
-Small map and very little places to go.
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-No bring overs from the first game.
-No stories about the characters. (Personality, Traits etc)
-No New zeds
-No replayability

Overall is this worth buying? YES, if you love SOD than
give this DLC a chance. Is it worth the Full Price? NO.
wait for steam sale 75% and get it.

This review and the opinion writen are entirely my own,
you don't have to like it, just have to understand. the whole point
is to help possible buyers of the DLC a better understand what they're
about to buy. I made huge Comparison between what works and
what doesn't with the first game. If you had played both,
you would understand.
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